Using a simulation centre to evaluate preliminary acceptability and impact of an artificial intelligence-powered clinical decision support system for depression treatment on the physician–patient interaction
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Background
Recently, artificial intelligence-powered devices have been put forward as potentially powerful tools for the improvement of mental healthcare. An important question is how these devices impact the physician-patient interaction.

Aims
Aifred is an artificial intelligence-powered clinical decision support system (CDSS) for the treatment of major depression. Here, we explore the use of a simulation centre environment in evaluating the usability of Aifred, particularly its impact on the physician–patient interaction.

Method
Twenty psychiatry and family medicine attending staff and residents were recruited to complete a 2.5-h study at a clinical interaction simulation centre with standardised patients. Each physician had the option of using the CDSS to inform their treatment choice in three 10-min clinical scenarios with standardised patients portraying mild, moderate and severe episodes of major depression. Feasibility and acceptability data were collected through self-report questionnaires, scenario observations, interviews and standardised patient feedback.

Results
All 20 participants completed the study. Initial results indicate that the tool was acceptable to clinicians and feasible for use during clinical encounters. Clinicians indicated a willingness to use the tool in real clinical practice, a significant degree of trust in the system’s predictions to assist with treatment selection, and reported that the tool helped increase patient understanding of and trust in treatment. The simulation environment allowed for the evaluation of the tool’s impact on the physician–patient interaction.

Conclusions
The simulation centre allowed for direct observations of clinician use and impact of the tool on the clinician–patient interaction before clinical studies. It may therefore offer a useful and important environment in the early testing of new technological tools. The present results will inform further tool development and clinician training materials.
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Increasingly, new technologies that supplement clinical decision-making are being implemented to respond to the need to improve mental health treatment outcomes.¹ Some of these tools are designed to be used at the point of care, during sessions with patients, and may be expected to have some impact on physician–patient interactions, which may, in turn, affect the physician–patient relationship, one of the most critical aspects of psychiatric intervention.² It is challenging to test the effect of tools on these interactions and on clinical workflow, as directly observing clinical interviews can be impractical or raise concerns about the validity of observations.

We assess the use of simulation to directly observe the impact of an artificial intelligence-powered decision support tool on simulated patient–clinician interactions. The objective was to determine if and how the use of the tool during a session affected on the physician–patient interaction, as a prelude to longitudinal clinical studies assessing longer-term effects on clinical workflow and the physician–patient relationship. Using simulation, clinician behaviour can be observed in a secure setting,³ and data can be collected from multiple viewpoints, i.e. that of the clinician, the standardised patient and the observer. This triangulation process is a rigorous method for gathering high-quality data.⁴ We discuss the challenges encountered and insights gained from our experience with simulation-based testing of new technology.

Background on depression treatment challenges
As noted, in this paper we focus on the simulation centre testing of a tool aimed at supporting clinical decision-making during treatment selection for depression. This is an important field of work because depression is a common condition, with over one in nine people...
experiencing it in their lifetime, with a high burden, now being the leading cause of disability globally. Although many people with depression remain undiagnosed, among those who are and who receive treatment only roughly a third will achieve remission during a first treatment course, with many patients needing to go through multiple treatment trials before finding an effective treatment. Physicians (both psychiatrists and primary care physicians) are faced with a large selection of effective treatments, as well as guidelines which help to manage treatments once they are chosen, but they do not currently have access to tools that can help them effectively choose between the existing first-line agents to optimise chances of treatment success and minimise the need for repeated trial-and-error treatment trials. This need for improved decision support has led to a number of projects aimed at improving the personalisation of treatment selection, notably pharmacogenomics. However, pharmacogenomics may be expensive, and samples may take time to be processed, which could be used to treat the patient. One solution would be a tool that can assist with the personalisation of treatment at the point of care, using readily available clinical and demographic data; for this purpose, a number of researchers have explored the use of machine learning and artificial intelligence as collections of techniques that can assess complex patterns (such as are found in patient data) and link them to outcomes (such as remission). In this paper, the tool discussed utilises artificial intelligence to provide clinicians with estimates of the likely efficacy of different treatments, to assist them in shared decision-making about which agent to try first with their patient. Future iterations of the tool will extend this to decision-making after treatment failure. Regardless of the specific point in the care pathway of a given patient, learning about the acceptability and useability of these kinds of clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) will be key to maximising their clinical impact, and this was a key purpose of the present study. This study was meant to observe how clinicians interact with the tool, as a step in its development and the development of training protocols for clinical studies involving the tool.

Aifred: clinical decision support software for depression treatment

We investigated the use of Aifred, a CDSS that includes an operationalised version of the 2016 Canadian Network for Mood and Anxiety Treatments (CANMAT) guidelines for depression treatment, and provides artificial intelligence decision support when treatments are chosen. This artificial intelligence helps support clinicians by considering complex interactions between multiple patient variables to help personalise treatment in order to improve upon a trial-and-error treatment approach and reduce the number of failed treatment trials. It also tracks symptoms by using standardised questionnaires such as the Patient Health Questionnaire. Major depressive disorder (MDD) was chosen, given its high prevalence, and poor remission rates following initial treatment. The key innovation is the inclusion of an artificial intelligence tool that provides clinicians with remission probabilities for different treatment options, based on a patient’s clinical and demographic profile. This artificial intelligence is layered on top of the operationalised CANMAT guidelines, providing remission probabilities for individual treatments at the point in the guideline when the first-line treatment is chosen. The expected clinical utility of this artificial intelligence model is as follows. As noted, clinicians currently mostly follow a trial-and-error pattern when selecting treatments for depression, and, beyond providing a pool of first-line treatments, the guidelines are not able to precisely guide the selection of individual agents at the beginning of treatment. Although at the population level these treatments are considered to be essentially equally effective, the low rates of remission after initial treatment, the varying pharmacological profiles and different efficacy of even similar antidepressants, and the clinical observation that different patients seem to respond to different treatments, have resulted in efforts to try and identify patterns with machine-learning tools, so as to predict the efficacy of specific agents for individual patients based on clinical and demographic information, or combining this information with biomarkers. The Aifred tool provides remission probabilities for a number of treatments simultaneously, providing the clinician with extra information to help select a treatment within the pool of those recommended by the guidelines. This is meant to provide an estimate of likely treatment benefit, which can be used, alongside consideration of side-effects, medical history and patient preferences, with the intention of optimising treatment choice and reducing the chance a patient will start a treatment that is less likely to help them reach remission. Without these probabilities, there is very little information available to help clinicians select between first-line treatments with respect to their likely efficacy. This artificial intelligence tool is a deep-learning model, trained and validated on baseline clinical and demographic data from 4735 patients from five major studies (STAR*D, CO-MED, EMBARC, REVAMP and IRL-GREY). Patient clinical and demographic features, such as fatigue, physical symptoms and employment status, were identified with a feature selection pipeline described in Mehltretter et al, and were then used to train a deep neural network. This network’s objective was to predict patient remission status, and the drug assigned to the patient in the study was retained as a predictive feature. Once the model was trained, probabilities for remission for each treatment for a new patient could be derived by feeding that patient’s clinical and demographic data into the model and then iterating over each of the possible treatments via the treatment-assigned variable. The model currently provides individualised remission probabilities for five commonly used first-line treatments (eslicotolapram, citalopram, bupropion, venlafaxine and sertraline) and two combination treatments (bupropion plus eslicotolapram, and venlafaxine plus mirtazapine). The remission probabilities are presented as follows: for each treatment for which a probability can be calculated, a raw remission probability (e.g. 45%) is presented next to the name of the treatment. This probability represents the chance that the individual patient in question will reach remission, assuming appropriate use of the treatment as per guidelines, and an appropriate treatment trial. By clicking on a button labelled ‘more’, included next to each treatment, clinicians were able to see the baseline population remission rate based on the data-set used to train the model (in our case, this was 34.85%), as well as the ‘interpretability report’. This report was a list of up to five of the patient variables that were most important in producing the probability for that drug for the given patient; these were derived using a feature importance algorithm described in Mehltretter et al., which would produce different sets of features for each treatment, for each patient. In silico testing of this model demonstrated that it is potentially capable of improving population remission rates (testing methods described in Mehltretter et al.), which would produce different sets of features for each treatment, for each patient. Future versions of this model are planned to increase the number of predicted treatments, and also to include psychotherapies and augmentation treatments. Note, however, that the focus of this paper is not on the specific artificial intelligence model (which may continue to evolve until the start of clinical trials), but of the impact of such a model, packaged within a digital health platform, on the patient–clinician interaction.

It should also be noted that the integrated CANMAT guidelines provide the most support in terms of the longitudinal management of depression treatment (i.e. when to switch or augment treatments...)
in the case of poor response), and as such in this study, which focused on a singular interaction, functioned mostly to provide an evidence-based pool of initial treatment options that could be differentiated by the artificial intelligence model on a patient-by-patient basis, as well as guideline-derived treatment initiation advice (for example, by reminding clinicians of the benefit of combining pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy). In future studies, the combined effect of longitudinal management using the guidelines and the optimisation of initial treatment selection using the artificial intelligence will be studied, but is out of scope for the present paper.

The tool is intended to be used during patient interviews, providing access to evidence-based decision support. It was designed with a simple interface intended to minimise time spent clicking through menus so that clinicians could focus on reviewing data and the artificial intelligence results, ideally while discussing and viewing them with their patient as part of shared decision-making. Numerical remission probabilities are provided for those treatments on which the model is trained, but clinicians can choose from any of the treatments appearing in CANMAT. This simulation study sought to assess whether the tool, which should always be employed in the context of best clinical judgement and patient preference, could be feasibly used at the point of care as well as maintaining, or possibly enriching, the integrity of the physician–patient interaction.

When designing the Aifred tool, one of the primary considerations was how the tool could support shared decision-making between clinicians and patients, in accordance with best practices.26 Indeed, the tool was developed using an informal participatory process where patient input was sought on design during development, and several members of the core development team had lived experience with depression and other mental health conditions, and had experienced treatment selection interactions with clinicians. The tool also at a number of points makes reference to the importance of discussing treatment preferences with patients, as per best practices.26 However, despite the fact that shared decision-making is an integral part of good clinical practice, the fact remains that not all clinicians engage in shared decision-making at all times,26 and the format of this may change in a clinician-dependent manner. In the context of the deployment of a new tool, we decided to observe how clinicians interact with this tool and use, or not use, it as part of shared decision-making without being explicitly prompted on how to do so. This is why the computer was chosen to be a laptop (which can be easily moved) and why it was positioned at 45 degrees (i.e. with the screen part-way between the patient and the clinician, to allow it to be moved one way or the other and remain in a comfortable position for the clinician to begin using). This provided a useful setup to observe clinician behaviour (i.e. to see if they would turn the screen toward the patient or turn it toward themselves, potentially even before they have had a chance to read prompts on the screen), and then to get feedback from standardised patients about how different clinician approaches to using the tool affected their experience.

**Previous decision support research**

Although previous studies have suggested that treatment utilising a clinical decision algorithm and measurement-based care lead to better patient outcomes,27,28 often these studies included support from a clinical team or other non-computerised support.27,28 As such, it is worth reviewing previous work aimed at using computer-based CDSSs to improve depression treatment. Rollman et al29 created a system that helped screen patients for depression and then offered guideline-based treatment advice messages. In a study of 200 patients in primary care, this tool did not show a positive effect on patient outcomes at 3 or 6 months. One major technical limitation of this system was that the tool relied on research assistants to program advice messages, and these were not sent to the clinician during clinical encounters, which may have limited its utility. The Texas Medication Algorithm Project (TMAP) led to the development of a computerised version of its clinical algorithm, called CompTMAP, which assisted physicians in decisions such as adjusting doses, starting augmentation treatments and following patient progress in an expert guideline-informed manner.31 This tool was tested in an unblinded study of 55 patients, where the group of patients treated using the CDSS showed improvement over standard of care in terms of patient depression symptoms.32 More recently, Harrison et al33 published a protocol for an upcoming study of a computerised decision support system implementing National Institute of Health and Care Excellence guidelines, which appears to, similarly to CompTMAP, take in patient information and suggest treatment approaches depending on treatment response and the relevant sections of the guidelines. Although all three of these systems offer the ability to screen patients, follow their response to treatment and suggest treatment course changes based on patient response and relevant guidelines (i.e. they support treatment management), none offer the ability to personalise treatment choice and differentiate between specific treatments based on an individual patient’s profile (beyond making suggestions about when to alter treatment or add an augmenting agent, as per criteria set out by the guidelines). In the study of depressed inpatients carried out by Adli et al,28 one arm of the study included a computerised system that did have some extent of prediction based on individual patient data: it used data from 650 patients to calculate probabilities of treatment failure or success during follow-up based on depression symptom scores for an individual patient, although it only provided general advice in response to this. For example, the authors state that the system could provide a recommendation that a physician review the treatment or consider an augmenting agent; as such, this system performed in a similar fashion to the guidelines (which already recommend treatment changes based on clinical improvement, or lack thereof, based on symptom scores at different points in treatment) and was outperformed by a more specific, structured clinical treatment algorithm. As such, no system before Aifred, to the best of our knowledge, combines the ability to implement clinical practice guidelines during patient encounters and patient follow-up (that is, optimising treatment management) with a machine-learning system that provides patient-and-drug specific remission probabilities (i.e. with a view to optimising personalised treatment selection). In this study, we focused on the most novel component offered by Aifred – this personalisation component – to determine how its integration into the information available to a clinician during a patient interaction, using a computerised CDSS, might affect the patient–clinician interaction, with a view to using this information to inform the conduct of future studies of this tool.

**Method**

For the present study, the sample consisted of the intended end-users of the CDSS: psychiatry and family medicine attending staff and residents. Participants were recruited via email, social media and announcements, and were compensated. The recruitment target was 25 participants. Recruitment started roughly 3 months before study start. This study was approved by the Research Ethics Board of the Douglas Mental Health University Institute (ethical approval number: IUSMD 18-03). All participants, including standardised patients, provided written informed consent to participate. The study was conducted in accordance with the Tri-Council Statement on research ethics.
The development pathway of the Alfred system is that of a medical device. The first steps involved needs assessments, discussions with stakeholders (such as physicians and patients) and the creation of a prototype, which was reviewed by independent experts (six psychiatrists). Then, in a process mirroring that described in Trivedi et al,3ı programming of the prototype into a functional application was overseen by the clinical authors working on the project and tested by them, fake patient data was input into the system to test and refine it, and then data from real patients (in our case, data from patients in the studies used to train the machine-learning system) was used for testing and the development of simulation scenarios. Concurrently, as in Trivedi et al,3ı field testing with physicians (ongoing at present) has been used to collect feedback on the design and clinical validity and utility of a version of the tool without the artificial intelligence enabled (as the version of the tool with artificial intelligence enabled is a medical device that must only be used as part of clinical trials and related studies). The fact that our tool includes a novel artificial intelligence/machine-learning component prompted further reflection on what studies were necessary to understand the impact of this novel component on the implementation of the CDSS. As a result, we decided we required a process evaluation, which, as discussed by Lamé and Dixon-Woods,3ı involves taking a ‘look at how the intervention is implemented and received’ and can be carried out, among other options, using a simulation setting. Simulation centres are beneficial not only for clinical tool assessment during development, but for simulation of realistic patient outcomes: a recent systematic review and meta-analysis of 33 studies found that simulation-based assessments involving healthcare professionals using technology-enhanced simulation in the context of patient care have been found to correlate positively with patient-related outcomes.38 However, the quality of methods and reporting have been insufficient, a limitation we aimed to address by standardising our methods to previous research. Our development of a simulation centre study to conduct our process evaluation mirrors closely the method described by Colman et al39 for developing simulation-based testing for healthcare spaces: as noted, we began with stakeholder engagement and needs assessment, and discussed the project and the simulations with a multidisciplinary team including computer scientists, clinicians, patients and people with research skills in fields such as anthropology. Clinical scenarios were then developed based on real patient data and situations that were likely to be encountered by the end-users of the CDSS. Standardised patients were then trained; an advantage of using the Steinberg Simulation Centre was that the standardised patients were professional actors skilled; an advantage of using the Steinberg Simulation Centre was that the standardised patients were professional actors skilled at preparing and standardising their performances, using a standard training process managed by simulation centre staff.39 A testing day was then held as suggested by Colman et al,39 with run-throughs of patient scenarios, a walk-through of the simulation space and a review of all training documents prepared for the testing day. The testing days were then held, with standardised patient and staff debriefings occurring each day, as suggested by Colman et al,39 and this was then followed by data analysis and the creation of manuscripts for publication. We structured our analysis and reporting to assess some of the metrics of effective medical education as discussed by Dixon,4ı we chose medical education as a model given that the simulation centre experience did effectively act as a training session for use of the tool for physicians who participated. In this case, relevant areas of assessment as per Dixon,4ı were perception and opinion about the experience (often measured as

Description of tool development and decision to use simulation centre testing
Results

Results are derived from the registration and exit questionnaires, unless otherwise noted, and comment on participant satisfaction, knowledge and skills gained, and potential impact on clinical practice. Note that these are initial selected results meant to illustrate the utility of the simulation centre; full study results will be reported separately.

Twenty participants completed the study. Participants were nearly evenly split between psychiatry (n = 11) and family medicine (n = 9), with a wide age range (24–67 years, mean age 39.5 years) and practice experience (6 residents and the following breakdown in experience for attending staff: 0–5 years: 4, 6–10 years: 2, 11–15 years: 2, 16–20 years: 4, ≥21 years: 2). The sample included participants practicing in hospital and community settings.

With respect to participant satisfaction and impact on the physician–patient interaction, 70% of participants felt that the artificial intelligence model assisted them in helping their patients better understand treatment (scoring ≥4 on a scale of 1–5, with higher values representing greater confidence). Sixty-five per cent of participants felt it helped improve patient trust in the treatment (scoring ≥4 on a scale of 1–5). Fifty per cent of participants felt that the application provided them with richer information to discuss with their patients (scoring ≥4 on a scale of 1–5). Forty-five per cent of participants reported that using the application made the interaction with patients feel less personal or that it interfered with their interview (scoring ≥4 on a scale of 1–5). Seventy per cent of participants felt the remission probabilities provided by the model were reasonable overall.
In terms of potential impact on clinical practice, 50% of participants thought they would use the CDSS for all of their patients with MDD, with an additional 40% (therefore 90% overall) stating they would use it for more complex or treatment-resistant patients. Sixty per cent of participants trusted that the artificial intelligence could help them choose treatments (scoring ≥4 on a scale of 1–5). Eighty per cent of participants felt that the information on the treatment selection page in the application (which indicated CANMAT-recommended treatments, their usual doses and the artificial intelligence predictions) contained information that was clinically useful (scoring ≥4 on a scale of 1–5). This suggests that the information contained in the tool could augment clinician knowledge during their interactions with patients. See Table 1 for a summary of results.

Before the simulation, 75% of participants reported that they would realistically use the application in clinic for 5 min or less during a session. Forty per cent of participants reported that the application would save them time (scoring >4 on a scale of 1–5), and 30% felt the application would neither save nor cost them time (scoring 3 on a scale of 1–5), indicating potential feasibility in a real, busy clinical environment. This was corroborated by the fact that, in the majority of scenarios, the participants were able to successfully navigate through the application within the short time provided. In a questionnaire administered right after each clinical scenario, 61.7% of participants reported that using the application 'took some adjustment, but [...] worked well'. Standardised patients provided valuable feedback, such as noting that some participants turned the computer screen toward them during the session, 'inviting them in' to engage with the tool. This seemed to be linked to acceptability of the tool's presence on the part of the standardised patients. They also commented on the importance of the clinician's manner and rapport building skills, such as warmth and ability to engage them in their care.

Discussion

We will now reflect on the use of simulation for testing the effect of new technologies on the physician–patient interaction. Our initial results demonstrate that a majority of clinicians were satisfied with the use of the CDSS. At the end of the simulation, most clinicians could see themselves using the tool for at least a subset of their patients with depression, suggesting the feasibility of using the tool to achieve real-world impact. No major threats to the quality of the physician–patient interaction were identified, and we illustrated several ways in which the tool might enhance the interaction, as well as tools clinicians can use to better integrate the CDSS into a session.

Our sample of 20 participants was diverse with respect to career stage and practice environment, which increases confidence in the generalisability of our results. The sample size reflects recruitment feasibility. The largest barrier to recruitment was clinical duties and, for residents, concerns about not being released to participate. Being able to offer more testing days, as well as departmental approval for residents’ participation, may have increased recruitment. A challenge with simulation is that running participants in groups on predefined days is necessary given the need to ensure room and standardised patient availability.

Using simulation-based testing allowed us to observe interactions that would not have been easily accessible in other settings. As noted, some participants tended to turn the laptop toward their standardised patient. Standardised patients referred to this as participants 'inviting them in'; this behaviour seemed to be important in determining their experience of the tool. Standardised patient feedback and our observations of sessions revealed that traditional aspects of the physician–patient interaction, such as clinician warmth, body language and ability to engage the patient, were also important in determining the standardised patient experience, suggesting that the impact of a new technology may depend on clinicians' baseline ability to build rapport with their patients. This merits further investigation in a clinical environment. Self-report from clinicians also revealed important effects of the CDSS on the physician–patient interaction, such as the perceived utility of the tool in helping them better explain and increase trust in treatment. This interplay of observations of clinician behaviour, clinician self-report and standardised patient experiences provided fundamentally different information than would have been obtained through clinician self-report alone. These observations will influence clinician training provided in future clinical studies, resulting in more focus on how clinicians can engage the patient with the tool in-session and use it to provide more information and enhance patient trust.

External validity is a concern when using simulation-based testing. For example, several participants noted in written comments and during interviews that the 10-min training session was insufficient and that they would likely have become more comfortable with the CDSS with more time. However, external validity may depend on research aims. In our case, the aim was to see if the application was intuitive to use with minimal training, and, as noted, the majority of participants felt the tool took some adjustment but worked well. Similarly, the 10-min clinical session length was felt by multiple participants to be too short. We initially hypothesised that most clinicians would want a tool that they could use in 5 min, and this was supported by the finding that, at baseline, 75% of participants could see themselves using the tool for 5 min or less. Having short sessions, in which most participants used the tool in the latter half of the session, allowed us to determine that it is possible to use the tool in a meaningful way within this time constraint. As such, our research aims were well suited to simulation work.

The use of the simulation environment – and crucially, of standardised patients – to test the impact of technology on the physician–patient interaction is both practically useful and important as it allows direct observation of clinician interaction with a new tool before patient studies. This method provides multiple points of observation, allowing for an informative and multifaceted dataset that can inform the development of tools and training materials. Evaluating the ease with which new technology is used and integrated into clinical practice is a key step in the proper development and implementation of novel clinical tools, and is a useful prelude to more longitudinal studies on the impact of these tools on the clinician–patient relationship.

With respect to engaging patients in shared decision-making in the context of CDSS use, during this study physicians could have chosen any number of approaches. For example, they could have started by turning the screen toward the patient; kept the screen toward themselves while discussing the treatments and artificial intelligence results with the patient; or referred to the CDSS with the screen turned toward them, and then put it away and discussed treatment with the patient without explicitly discussing the CDSS and its results. The finding that standardised patients were more accepting of the tool when clinicians turned the screen toward them and 'invited them in' is not surprising in and of itself. However, it is instructive as it provides a concrete and simple behaviour that seems to have a significant impact on patient experience, the promotion of which can be included as part of the training for clinicians using the tool in the clinic or as part of coming clinical studies. It is also a finding that helps us determine which of the possible clinician behaviours in response to the tool would be most likely to be supportive of patients feeling engaged in decision-making. In addition, having actually observed the importance of this behaviour under simulation conditions may potentially help convince clinicians to adopt it.

In previous research, Trivedi et al. identified several barriers to implementation of a computerised decision support system. These
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Percentages</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>The probabilities produced by the model, overall, were:</td>
<td>Too optimistic</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>70% of participants felt remission probabilities were reasonable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Too pessimistic</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I felt I could use the model to help my patient better understand treatment:</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>70% of participants felt that the artificial intelligence model helped them to help their patients better understand treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70% of participants felt remission probabilities were reasonable.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What impact do you think the predictive model, in particular, had on the patient–clinician interaction?</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>65% of participants felt the numbers provided by the model improved trust in the treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65% of participants felt the numbers provided by the model improved trust in the treatment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The numbers provided by the model improved trust in the treatment:</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>50% of participants felt the model provided them with richer information to discuss with patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The model provided us with more rich information to discuss:</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>45% of participants felt the application made interaction with patients less personal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The application made the interaction less personal:</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>45% of participants felt the application interfered with their patient interview.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The application interfered with my patient interview:</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>60% of participants trusted the predictive model to help choose treatments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and skills gained</td>
<td>Based on your overall experience today, how much do you trust the predictive model to help you choose treatments for depression? (1 being ‘very little’ and 5 being ‘very much’)?</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>80% of participants felt the information on the treatment selection page was clinically useful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate your agreement with the following statement: The information on the page where I had to select treatment was clinically useful:</td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
50% of participants thought they would use the application for all patients with depression, and an additional 40% thought they would use the application for more complex or treatment-resistant patients. Thus, 90% of participants said they would use the application with at least some of their depression patients.

For all patients with depression
5%
Only for the most severe patients
5%
Only for patients where one treatment has failed
5%
Not at all
5%
Other: Patients with confounding factors
5%
To review patient info
5%
Useful not
5%
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Although this study does not evaluate the effectiveness of this tool, it has provided valuable insights into how clinicians may use this type of tool and how the tool, and the training provided to clinicians who use it, may be further developed to increase the chance that it will have a positive impact on patient care.
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